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The delay irrpublication of scientific
papers is a constant source of frustration for their authors. Perhaps no segment of the literature is subjected to
greater publication
delays than that
which eventually appears in the bound
volumes emanating from international
meetings and symposia. In May 1969,
1 presented a paperl which brought
together much of my theoretical and
practical work on the subject of indexing. During the twenty months it took
to publish that work I was not scooped,
as so often happens these days, but a
number of developments did take place
which made it obsolete without an appropriate supplement. I tried to rectify
the situation
by publishing a short
paper in Naturez which has been reprinted in Current Currents” 3 . Indeed,
the subject has been anonymously
editorialized (a regrettable practice) in
Natureq and amplified by Cawkells.
I in turn have responded to the challenge with a letterG whose publication
has been delayed by the British postal
strike.
1.

Of even greater significance, insofar
as the topic concerns science policy
smdies or the sociology
of science,
there
ha”e aPP=ed
in Socio%y
journals not usually seen by most CC o
readers a series of studies which provides almost incontrovertible
support
for the claim that citation analysis can
be correlated quite weU with other
more subjective methods of analysis.
Perhaps the most striking study to
follow up the work of ColeT is that of
Hagstroms, who has obtained an amaz@Y high correlation with Cartterg in
evaluating graduate academic departments. These and several other relevant
paperslo-15
are listed below and will
be discussed in the future.
Following this editorial, the paper 1
originally read in Amsterdam
is reprinted in its entirety. Quite frankly,
this is the most economical method of
getting it into the hands of those who
have expressed interest in the topic. As
is our custom, reprints are available.
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